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QUESTION 1 
An organization has different groups of users with different needs in email functionality, such as 
address book access, mobile device access, email retention periods, and disk quotas. 
Which FortiMail feature specific to server mode can be used to accomplish this? 
 

A. Resource profiles 

B. Domain-level service settings 

C. Access profiles 

D. Address book management options 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Resource profiles allow you to control user account options at the policy level. You can define 
disk space quotas, webmail access options, address book permissions, personal quarantine, and 
email retention periods. 
Use recipient-based policies to apply resource profiles. 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
Refer to the exhibit, which shows a few lines of FortiMail logs. 

 
Based on these log entries, which two statements correctly describe the operational status of this 
FortiMail device? (Choose two.) 
 

A. FortiMail is experiencing issues delivering the email to the internal.lab MTA. 

B. The FortiMail device is in sever mode. 

C. The FortiMail device is in gateway or transparent mode. 

D. FortiMail is experiencing issues accepting the connection from the external.lab MTA. 

 
Answer: AC 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
A FortiMail administrator is investigating a sudden increase in DSNs being delivered to their 
protected domain. After searching the logs, the administrator identifies that the DSNs were not 
generated because of any outbound email sent from their organization. 
Which FortiMail antispam technique can the administrator use to prevent this scenario? 
 

A. FortiGuard IP Reputation 

B. Spoofed header detection 

C. Spam outbreak protection 

D. Bounce address tag validation 

 
Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4 
Refer to the exhibit which shows a detailed history log view. 
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Which two actions did FortiMail take on this email message? (Choose two.) 
 

A. FortiMail replaced the virus content with a message. 

B. FortiMail modified the subject of the email message. 

C. FortiMail forwarded the email to User 1 without scanning. 

D. FortiMail sent the email message to User 1's personal quarantine. 

 
Answer: AB 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
Which statement about how impersonation analysis identifies spoofed email addresses is 
correct? 
 

A. It uses behavior analysis to detect spoofed addresses. 

B. It uses DMARC validation to detect spoofed addresses. 

C. It maps the display name to the correct recipient email address. 

D. It uses SPF validation to detect spoofed addresses. 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
While reviewing logs, an administrator discovers that an incoming email was processed using 
policy IDs 0:4:9:INTERNAL. 
Which two statements describe what this policy ID means? (Choose two.) 
 

A. Access control policy number 9 was used. 

B. The FortiMail configuration is missing an access delivery rule. 

C. The email was processed using IP-based policy ID 4. 

D. FortiMail is applying the default behavior for relaying inbound email. 

 
Answer: BC 
Explanation: 
1st is the ID of the access control rule. 
2nd is the ID of the IP-based policy. 
3th is the ID of the recipient-based policy. 
The last field displays a protected domain name if the email matches a recipient-based policy; If 
there is no recipient-based policy match, or it’s an outbound email, it displays SYSTEM. 
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